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The number of open positions could reduce if a
global recession hits, but the shortage of
workers will become more acute for many
skilled roles. 

In addition, fast-growing metropolitan areas will
continue to experience a shortage of executive
talent, showing that geography is still a crucial
variable in talent availability. And while these
areas are not recession-proof, their growth
trajectory leaves them more insulated than
other cities and states. 

Further, despite economic indicators being soft
for over six months, there has not been the same
level of unemployment seen in earlier
downturns. So while job openings would
decrease in the case of a recession, it is not likely
to be at the scale experienced before. 

A global recession could reduce hiring, but
the picture is mixed. Skilled roles will still be
in high demand, and fast-growing regions
will continue to face talent shortages.
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Digitization and other triggers for transformation have led to more
complex skill set requirements, and candidates are expected to have a
large intersection of technological and people management skills. 

In addition, with concerns of economic instability, the power balance has
shifted slightly away from candidates towards employers. Many of our
clients are less willing to compromise on target profiles than when talent
competition was at feverous levels over the last few years.

There are higher expectations for candidate
skill sets.
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With the global economic situation continuing to concern employers, they
are completing in-depth internal assessments to evaluate their existing talent
for the skills, experience, and mindset required to lead through uncertainty.
The process allows them to identify gaps and hire leaders to fill them.

For at least the next two years, turnaround executives will be in high demand,
and budget control, cost-cutting, and restructuring are the new key
qualifications on a leader’s resume.

Experience of budget control and restructuring
have a high value in today’s market
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Budget control is just one side of the coin.
The other is ensuring revenue streams are
protected, and business strategies correctly
target growth areas.

Our clients are requesting Business
Development, Sales, or Commercial leaders
to bring in more revenue and a strong CFO
to manage the budget. 

There is an increase in Chief Commercial
Officer roles and positions which drive revenue
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Clients are continuing to push for more diversity at the executive level. As a
result, they require more diverse candidate pipelines and seek partnerships
with external experts (such as executive search consultants) to make that
happen. 

In addition, employers are taking a holistic view of diversity, equity, and
inclusion by investing further in developing truly inclusive programs,
policies, and models. It is not just about attracting diverse candidates but
also evaluating and improving the entire employee experience.
 

A focus on diverse hiring practices
continues to grow, and employers are
investing more in DEI programs to improve
the entire employee experience
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Demand for career coaching services to maximize individual and team
performance continues to increase, including for employees below the top
management level. This trend also extends to the employment of
leadership development solutions to help prepare executives to face this
moment of the economy.
 

Employers are investing more in career
coaching and leadership development
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Demand for interim management is on
the rise

Organizations are hiring for more project-related positions, offering time-
limited contracts, and interim management is in high demand. There is an
increasing understanding of how interim executives can ensure business
continuity during leadership transitions. 

C-Suite retirement is continuing to increase, and many executives are
opting for alternative career arrangements such as consulting or interim
roles, resulting in the need for proactive succession planning.

Succession planning is high on the agenda
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Organizations like Twitter, Google, and Meta
publicized the idea of identity careers (e.g.,
employees calling themselves Googlers) by
offering comfort benefits and building a sense
of ‘family.’ Yet stories of being suddenly locked
out of work accounts have skewed this vision
and candidates are going back to the basics:
requesting good pay, core benefits, and
work/life balance. 

In addition, many candidates are looking for
employers that can offer security if the
economic situation worsens. Even happily
employed executives are exploring options to
create a viable Plan B. As a result, the employer
brand needs to convey sustainability and
resilience through challenging times to attract
and retain top executives.

Candidate priorities have changed: mass
layoffs have eroded loyalty, and they are
looking to recession-proof their careers 
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BOARD SEARCH & ASSESSMENT SERVICES

Family-owned companies and groups of different sizes and maturity levels
are creating new corporate governance structures to drive growth,
manage risk, and be more prepared to face a variety of scenarios. As a
result, there is an increase in the hiring of Board members through
qualified search processes, as well as conducting Board assessments to
ensure they have the required competencies and experiences.

Family-owned organizations are increasingly
using board search and assessment services
to support new governance models
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https://iicpartners.com/services/
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IIC Partners is a top ten global executive search organization. All IIC Partners
member firms are independently owned and managed and are leaders in local
markets, developing solutions for their client’s organizational leadership and
talent management requirements. 

www.iicpartners.com
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Thank you to the IIC Partners consultants who
contributed to this report. Find your local office >

Charlotte Eblinger-Mitterlechner
charlotte@eblinger.at

Oliver Schmitt
schmitt@teamconsult.cz

Managing Director
Eblinger & Partner
Austria

Managing Partner
Teamconsult
Czech Republic & Slovakia
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Ian Brenner
ibrenner@farbergroup.com

Sam Dinte
sdinte@dinte.com

Renee Arrington
rarrington@pearsonpartnersintl.com

Managing Partner 
FESA Group
Brazil

Partner
Farber Group
Canada

President
Dinte Executive Search
USA

President & COO
Pearson Partners International
USA

Thayanie Ujino
thayanie@fesagroup.com

Matthias Gerstlauer
matthias@marliere-gerstlauer.com

Stephan Breitfeld
stephan.breitfeld@ingeniam.de

Founding Partner
Marlière & Gerstlauer
Germany

Managing Partner
Ingeniam
Germany

Sarah Calvi
sarah.calvi@levelconsulting.ch

Partner
Level Consulting
Switzerland
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